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A Rational Procedure for Overweight Permits

BAIDAR B,AKHT and LESLIE G. JAEGER

ÀBSTRACT

À rational procedure for calculating safe
permit loails for vehicles as governed by the
bridges on the route vrithout having to ana-
lytically evaluatè all the bridges is given.
The basÍs of the procedure is the worst com-
bination of ¡naxi¡num vehicle weights that a
bridge is Iikely to have sustained during
its lifetime. With the severest load conbí-
naÈion as the datum, maximum increases over
legal loads for norrnal traffic are calcu-
lated for control vehicles. Expressions for
calculating the modification factors corre-
sponding to two- and three-Iane loadings are
also provided.

Applications are quite often made for permission to
let a rnuch heavier vehicle cross a bridge than that
1egalIy per¡nitÈed for nor¡nal traffic. The maxinum
safe weight for such a vehicle can be obtained by an
analytÍcal êvaluation of the bridge. Alternatively,
aèco-ding to thè procedures develóped in thiÈ þaper,
the naxinu¡n safe neíght of a special-pernit vehicle
can be obtained frorn the heavy vehÍcle traffic that
a bridge is known to have carried during its life-
t i¡ne.

The design capaciÈy of a highnay bridge carrying
norrnal traffic safely inplicitly takes account of
the following factors:

1. Legally permitted normal vehicle weights as
represented by the design vehicle and possibly a
portion of the live-load factor,

2. Bridge type,
3. Number of lanes on a bridge,
4. Length of span,
5. Accidental and delÍberate exceedance of

legally permitted weights,
6. Transverse vehicle position,
7. simultaneous presence of more than one vehi-

cle in the transverse direction,

8. Si¡nuLtaneous presence of rnore than one vehi-
cle in a Ìane,

9. Vehícle wídth, and
I0. Vehicle speed as represente¿l by the dynarnic

load allowance or irnpact factor.
In the ca6e of a special-per¡nit vehicle, factors

5-I0 are either knovrn beforehand with some degree of
certainty or can be prescribed as a condition for
the pertnit. More reliable knowledge of these factors
can be used to a¿lvantage to perrnit a substantially
heavy special-pernit vehicle without compromising
the safety of the structure.

A safe estinate of the maxímum load of a speeial-
pernit vehicle for a bridge can be obtalned by the
procedure given here wlthout analytical evaluåtion
of the structure. This procedure requíres the knowl-
edge of one of the following:

1. The naxlnu¡n vehicle weights correspondlng to
the code-specified factors I-I0, given previously,
that a bridge is capable of sustaining ånd

2. The worst conbination of naxinum vehicle
Ìreights that the Þfidge is likely to ÞêILe jqqstai4ed
in lts lifetime.

The forrner can be obtained from the design calcu-
lations but only i.f the deslgn vehicle has a direct
relationship with the actual vehicle weights, as it
¿loes, fqr example¡ in the case of the Ontårío High-
lray Bridge Design Co¿le l!,21. As pointed out by
Buckland and Sexs¡nÍth (f), the AÀSHÎO (-1) design
Ioads are not in elose correspondence with actual
traffíc. Therefore, the knowledge that a bridge has
been designed to ilÀSH1¡O speclfications is not always
sufficient to establish the maximum vehícle weíghts
that the bridge can sustaln.

The deternination of the rnaxi¡num loads that a
bridge is likeLy to have sustained in the past re-
quires a probabilístic analysis, whlch ls given in
the following section.

PROBABILTSTIC ANALYSIS

Factors 5-10 listed earlier are probablllstic in
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nature. For example' it is not known beforehand
what fraction of the total vehícle population wlLl
exceed 1ê9al1y pernitted weights nor what the proba-
bility is that such overweight vehicles will travel
in extrenely eccentric positíons. It is usual Èo
include the most unfavorable of these factors in
desígn or evaluation calculations. Howeverr calcula-
tions based on estimating the probability of indi-
vidual occurrence of these unfavorable factors
rapidly leads to the conclusion that certain com-
binations of then are extremely unlikely even once
in the lifetine of a brídge. Hence it is suggested
that it is unrealistic to design a new bridge on the
basis that all of these factors are present si¡nul-
taneously and to the maxinum extent possible.

Sirnilarly¡ in assessing the load-carryÍng capac-
ity of an existing bridge ít should not be assumed
that the bridge has already safely carried a load
conbination in which aII of the factors were si¡nul-
taneously present at their worst. Instead it is
recommended that a technigue be used ín which a
realístíc estirnate is made of the worst combinations
of norrnal traffic that have alrea¿ty been exþeriencecl
and that this estinate be used as Èhe basis for
calculating the permissíbIè síze of an overweight
veh icl-e .

The probability of the simultaneous presence of
vehicles in two adjacent lanes is studied in the
following simple example.

Exanple

consider a two-lane bridge with a span 300 ft long
that carries a low density of heavy trucks' esti-
mated at 300 per day. Let it be supposed that the
bridge is 20 years old and that the coefficíent of
variation of the heavy truck weights is 20 percent.
The statisticat distribution of heavy truck weights
is assumed to be as shown ín FÍgure 1. An estimate
is sought of the probabílity that two trucks at
teast 60 percent heavier than the mean will be sí-
multaneously situated on the ¡nídd1e third of the
trridge, one in each lane, at least once during the
2}-yeat life of the bridge.

It is first necessary to establish a tine inter-
val within which any given truck rnay be on the cen-
tral I00 ft of the briclge. Taking a slow vehicle
speed of 20 ft/sec, a ti¡ne interval of 5 sec is
postulated. Fron the properties of the normal dis-
tribution, it is found that 0.00135 of the Èotal
heavy vehicle population has weights of 60 percent
or rnore above the mean. This fraction is shaded in
Figure 1. Thusr the expected number of heavy vehi-
cles per day that cross the bridge and are this
heavy is 300 x 0.00135 = 0.405 vehicle per day.

In one day there are I,728 tirne intervals of 5

sec each. Hencer the probabilíty that a vehicle 60
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pèrcent or nore heavier than the mean will be on the
middle third of the span cluríng any single 5-sec
interval is 0.405 (I/17,2801 = 2.34 x 10-3. The
probability that trvo such vehicles will be present
iluring any given 5-sec interval is the square of
this quantiEy:

P=5.47xiO-ro

The conbination of a low probability that such an
event will happen in a given 5-sec interval together
with the large nunber of intervals that represent
the Iifetime of a bridge is ideally suited to the
use of the Poisson distribution of probability of
occurrence. with the customary notation' the proba-
bility that the stated occurrences wÍ11 happen in
any given 5-sec interval ís denoted by p and the
total nurnber of time intervals by N. The product Np
is the Poisson pararneter al:

Np=ar Q)

If the probability of rn occurrences is defined as
P(n), the following equations are obtained by usíng
Poisson distribution theory:
P(0) = exp(-o1)

P(1) = a1 exp(-o1)

P(2)= (a?l2t)exp(-a1) (3)

During the 20-year Life of the bridge the total
nu¡nber of 5-sec intervals (N) is equal to 1.26 x I00.
Hence al is found to be 0.069, and Equations 3 then
give bhe following:
P(0) = s.e3,

P(1) = 0.063 (4)

It is concluded that on the basis of the assunp-
tions made it is unlÍkely (only a 6.7 percent
chance) that the two vehicles, each at least 60
percent heavier than the mean' etil1 be on the middle
third of the bridge simultaneously.

Hovrever' the situation changes swiftly if the
simultaneous presence of sornewhat lighter vehicles
is investigated. For èxa¡nple, for vehicles 40 per-
cent heavier than the mean' c1 is found to equal
19.65 and P(0) to be approximately 10-0. Thus it ís
virtually certain that there will be two vehiclest
each at least 40 percent heavier than the mean, si-
nultaneously present on the nicldle third of the
bridge at least once during its lifetine.

The large probability change associated v¡ith the
reduction of the vehicle weight is at the basis of
the generalízed treatment given in the following.
what is denonstrated in the foregoing is that

(1)
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TOTAL VEHICLE WEIGHT

FIGURE I Assumed distribution of heary vehicle weights.
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changes in weight levels considered have effects
many tines larger than the values of other parane-
ters. For example, if the time interval was esti-
mated as 2,5 sec ínsteail of 5 sec, the value of N
would double. However, the same value ot al
would be obtained by halving the value of P, and
this would affect the load level only slightly.

Simul-taneous Presence of Two Vehicles

For the nultiple presence of vehicles, it is recom-
mended that the Poisson approach be used. A value
of the parameter c1 is first selected, the value
being so chosen as to make it lÍkely that the event
has already occurred in the life of the bridge. It
ís recommended that c1 = 3.0 on the basis that thi.s
corresponds to a 95 percent probability of at least
one previous occurrence of the event. The vreights
of vehicles corresponding to this value of al are
then ascertained.

Let the two simultaneously present vehicles be r
standard deviations above the nean of the vehicte
weights, the number of vehicles per day crossing
each lane of the bridge be n, the time ínterval for
presence on the niddle third of the brídge be T sec,
and the previous life of the bridge be B years.

Figure 2 defines the fraction [S(r)] of all heavy
vehicles that are at least r standard deviations
higher than the nean. Values of g(r) for various
r-values can be obtaíned from FÍgure 3.

The expecte¿l nunber of heavy vehicles per day
that cross each Iâne of the bridge and have weights
at least r standärd deviations above the mean is
nq(r). The probability of having such a vehicle
present during any one tine interval of T sec is
Tnq(r)/86,400. Hence the probability (p) that two
such vehícles wilI be símultaneously on the middle
third of ä span during a given interval of T sec is
as follows:

p = r2n2 [qG)] 
2/(s6,4oo)'? (s)

The nunber of T-sec time intervals (N) in B years is
given by

¡=(8x36sx86,a00)/T

Hence

o, = {n t 365 x T x n'z ¡q1r¡1,}/ao,+oo

ÀdoPting c1 = 3.0 as the
gives

qG)=(26.6sln)[l/Br] o s

(6)

(7)

criterion, Equation 7
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From knovrn values of B, T, and n, q(r) can be ob-
tained from Equation I, and values of r can be ob-
tained fro¡n known properties of the nornal distribu-
tion shown in Figure 3. The value of r thus obtaíned
corresponds with 95 percent probability to the num-
ber of standard deviations above the mean for the
vieights of two trucks that will be simultaneously
present on the niddle third of the bridge during its
previous history.

Using the procedure just described, values of r
for B = 20 and 50 years and values of T = 3 and 5
sec were calculated for various values of n. These
values are plotted in Figure 4 with respect to n.

Physical Significance of r

From the results of a vehicle weight survey, Csâgo1y
and KnobeI (5) confirmed that the distribution of
heavy vehicles is indeed nearly normal. They also
showed that the maximum observed loads corresponding
to various base lengths (j) are approximately equal
to u + 3.5o, where ¡¡ is the nean heavy vehicle weight
corresponding to a partícular base length and o is
the relevant standard deviation. Values of r ob-
tained from Equatíon 8 ancl plotted in Figure 4 ímply
that two vehicles of weight tr + ro are nost like1y
to be simultaneously present within the ¡niddle third
of â span at least once during the time period con-
sidered. Thus the familiar modification factor F2
for si¡nultaneous loading of two lanes is given by

Fz =Gr+ro)/(¡r+3.5o)

Substituting s in terrns of ¡r and
of variation (COV), Equation 9 can
follows:

F2 = [1 + r(COV)]/[1 + 3.5(COV)]

(e)

the coefficient
be rewritten as

(10)

values of î2 for various ti¡ne intervals T for
B = 50 and 20 years and 20 percent COv are plotted
in FÍgure 5. Thus if the value of F) is, for
example, 0.90, it can be assumed that the 6ridge has
at least once in Íts lifetime sustained in the mid-
dle third of Íts span tvro side-by-síde vehicì-es,
each of which weighed 0.90 times the rnaxinurn ex-
pected weight for a single vehicle.

Simultaneous Presence of Three Vehicles

The same approach that has been developed for tr.ro
vehicles can be applieat to Ínvestigate nhat the size
of the vehicle wiII be such that three such vehicles
will be sírnultaneously present with 95 percent prob-
ability during a given time period. Using the same(8)
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TOTAL VEHICLE WEIGHT

FIGURE 2 Vehicle weight distribution.
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notation as before, the probability (p) that three
such vehicles will be sinultaneously present on the
middle third of a span durÍng a given time interval
of T sec is as follows:

=
4
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FIGURE 5 Two-lane loading modification factors for evaluation of safe overweights.

P = 13n3 [qG)] 
37qao,+0013

Substituting the value of N from bquation 6,
is given by the following:

o, = {n " 36s xT2 x n3 [q(Ð] 
3 
] (g6,400)2

value of COv was not chosen because it would have
resulted in a more benign value of the modification
factor. The effect of changes in the COv values on
F2 is shonn in Figure 7. ft can be seen that a
srnaller COV leads to a more conservative value of
F2.

Derivation of the poisson paraneter a1 has
been based on finding two vehicles on the miaate
third of a bridge span. This fraction of the span
is chosen because, in arríving at the longitudinal
bending mornents, a vehicle placed anywhere in the
middle third of a span procluces moments that are
quite close to the rnaximum rnoments in the span.
Simílarly for longitudínal shears, the sarne kind of
reasoning applies to the simultaneous presence of
two vehicles in the end thírd of the span, and
indeed the same reasoning can be applied to ¡nonents
in continuous brídges.

The assu¡nption that the naximum expected vehicle
weight is equal to (p + 3.5o) is a safe one if
the ¡nodification factors based on this assumption
are used to assess the most severe load combination
that a bridge rnay have experíenced. Hoerever, if
modification factors thus obtâined are to be used
for design purposes, it nay be prudenÈ to assune
that the maxinun expected vehicle weight is equal to
(u + 3.0s). This revision of the assunption
will lead to slightty larger, hence safer, values of
the modification factors. With this assunption,
nodificatiÕn factÕrs for the si¡nultaneous loading of
two and three 1anes, that is, F2 and F3r respec-
tively, are calculated for variõus casðs by the
preceding procedure. Values thus obtained are
plotted in Figure 8.

It is interesting to compare the previously cal-
culated modification factors with those specified in
the AASHTO l!) and Onrario (!) codes. The AASHTO
specified values of F2 and F3 are 1.0 and 0.90,
respectively. As can be seen in Figure g, these
values are safe upper lirnits for all cases shown,
some of which are quite unreal.istic. A high volume
of heavy vehicle traffic, say, nore than 11000 vehi-
cles per day per lane, is possible only r.rhen the
spêed of the vehicles is 55 nph or more. For such a

(11)

dI

(12)

Àgain adopting c = 3.0 as the critêrion, Equation
12 gives

qt)=Qea.41ln)[1/Br2]0.33 (13)

Fron Equation 13 the value of r can be obtained as
for the case of two vehicles. The modificatÍon fac-
tor F3 corresponding to thè simultaneous presence
of three vehicles is given by

F3 = [1 +Ì(COV)]/[1 + 3.5(COV)] (14)

Comments on Assunptíons I'fade

In connection with the ¿levelopment of a design vehí-
cle for thê forthconing bridge design code of the
Canadían Standards Association (CSA), vehicle survey
data from seven Canadian provinces were processed
(Cheung and Agarwal, unpublished data). The COVS
for heavy vehicles with different nunìbers of axles
obtained fron this study are plotted in Figure 6,
which also defínes the weight linit below which the
vehicles v¡ere noÈ íncluded in the COV calculations.
It can be seen that the value of COV géneratly de-
creases with the increase in the nunbèr of axles,
suggesting a smaller spread of total weight for
heavier vehicles.

Overall mornents and shears in a bridge are usu-
ally governed by vehicles with five or more axles.
For such vehicles, as shown in Figure 6, the COV for
total $reight rarely exceeds 20 percent, thus justi-
fying the 20 percent value assuned earlièr. A higher
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speed and a large span of 300 ft, T is equal to
about 1.20 sec. For this case, the procedure gives
F2 and F3 vâlues of 0.96 and 0.79, respectively.
Compared hrith these values, the AASHTO values of
F2 and F3 appear quite conservative. The ontario
code (1) values of F2 and F3 are 0.95 and 0.85,
respectivel]¿. These values compare vrell with the
previously calculated values. It should be noted
that in the secon¿l edition of the Ontario code (!)
F2 and F3 values have been reduced to 0.90 and
0.80, respectively. These rêductions result fron
the analgamation of Èhe modification factors for
vehicle weights and dyna¡nic load allosrances, that
is, ínpact factors (]), which were given ¿lifferent
values in the first edltion (I).

Application of üodif ication Factors

Although nost bridges in North America are tlesigned
to the same specifications, "legally per¡nitted
sreights for nor¡nal traffic vary widely in different
jurisdictions. These variations nay represent
conscious decisions to naintain certain rnargíns of
safety reguired by the various jurisdÍctions. Be-
sides the vehicle weight regulations for nornal
traffic, maxinum vehicle weights are the result of
the accidental exceedance of legal weights and de-
liberate violations of weight lass. An estírnate of
the for¡ner can be obtained frorn the load factors
given in the Ontario code (2', for nor¡nal traffic
vehicles an¿¡ for special-perrîit vehicles for which
the loads can be closely obtaineal: The forner is
1.40 and Èhe latter, 1.25. Thus if it is ensured
that the permitted treights rdill not be deliberately
exceeded, normal traffic weights increasetl by a
factor (R1) of I.4O/I.25 = 1.12 may be permitted
for special-perrûit vehicles flowing without restric-
tions with nornal traffic.

t.0

0.9

o.7

0.6

0.5

1.0

0.9

0.8

Fz

F3

0.6

0.5

n = NO. oF HEAVY VEHIcLES PER DAY PER LANE

FIGURE B Modification factor for multilane loading for 50.year bridge life.

It should be noted that the factor of 1.12 is
applicable to Ontârio and other jurisdictions with
simíIar weight enforcement tneasures. In jurisdíc-
tions nith strict enforcernent, the factor should be
reduced. It nay, however, be prudent not to increase
the factor beyond 1.15 even if the degree of en-
forcement is lenient. For most jurisdictions a
factor of l.l0 may be appropriate.

An inplicit assunption in the previous calcula-
tions is that during the briilge's lifetime, its
Ioad-carrying capacity renains unaffectetl. , It is
often argued that Èhe condition of a bridge may
change in such a way that at a given tine it nay not
be able to safely carry the worst 1oâ¿l conbination
that it once díd. Such an argu¡nent may be convincing
for unusually heavy test loads but not for normaL
traffic. If the condition of a bridge has changed
so nuch that it is unable to carry the nost severe
load combination that it once did, the bridge is
unsafe for nornal traffic because such a load co¡nbi-
nation, being the result of chance, nay occur again.
In this paper only those bridges that are expecied
to carry normal traffic safely are involved.

If it is ensured that on a nultilane bridge, a
special-permit vehicle is the only one present, a
single vehiete vreight that would produce the sarne
¡naximum effects as those produced by the most severe
load conbination can be calculated by procedures
given Ín the folloering section.

DETERII'TINISTIC ANÀLYS TS

The permissible safe weight of a vehicle for a
¡nultilane bridge can be substantially increased
above normal traffic weights if the vehicle is pre-
scribedl to travel along the bridge centerline and
durÍng its passage other vehicles are excluded fro¡n
the bridge. An accurate assessment of this pernis-
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sible increase requires a knowledge of the load
distribution propertíes of the bridge. In this
section a general nethod, which does not explicitly
require the load distribution characteristics of Èhe
bridge, ís developed for two-lane bridges. The
conclusion could also be applied to britlges with
more than trdo lanes with the kno\rledge that the
results wÍ11 be nore conservative than those for
two-lane bridges.

One central vehicle on the Bridge

It has been estabLished (!; Jaeger et aI., unpub-
lished data) that for the purpose of load distribu-
tion, right single-span bridges can be idealized by
two dimensionless parameters (a and o). The forner
parameter establishes the reIätionship of the tor-
sional properties of the bridge l{ith its flexural
properties; the latter is based on a relationshíp
between the flexural properties of the briclge an<1

its ratio of span to width. Expressions for the trdo
parameters are given in the Ontario Highway Bridge
Design Code G) and by Jaeger et a1.' who show that
briclges of different types have different but dis-
tinctly Ídentifiable ranges of c. As shown in
Figure 9, for timber bridges a is between 0.00I
and 0.02; for slab-on-gírder bridges with steel or
concrete girders c is between 0.06 and 0.2¡ for
slab, voidecl-slab, and cellular bríélges c is equal
to I.0; ancl for box-girder bridges a is between
about 1.5 and 2.0. For all bridges O is between
0.5 and 2.5.

À bridge with the smallest c-value and the
largest e-value has the worst, that is, the rnost
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unfavorable, transverse load distribution pattern.
ConverseÌy, a bridge with the largest a-value and
smallest 0-value is one in which the load ¿listri-
bution is as uniforrn across its width as is possible
for bridges of íts type.

Eiqht two-lane bridges representing those with
the best and worst load distribution characteristics
in the four categories mentioned earlier erere ana-
lyzed by the orthotropic plate theory (9) for dif-
ferent load cases. The values of the characterizing
parameters are shown ín TâbIe I, and the wídth of
the bridge together grith the details of the various
load combinations are given in Figure 10. The load
case shown in Figure 10a corresponds to the most
severe load combination according to the AASHTO
specifications (4). The transverse vehicle posítions
also correspond to the most severe load combination
according to the Ontario code (2). NormåI transverse
positions for vehicles in the two lanes are shown in
Figure 10b. Figures 10c-f show centrally plâced
single vehicles with wheel spreads (distance between
the two lines of wheels) of 1.83, 2.00. 2.50, and
3.0 n, respectively. The contact area for each
concentrated loail was the same as that used by Bakht
et al. G) and shown in Figure lOh.

If the Íntensity of longitudinal noments (Mx)
is taken as the basis for eguivalence' two load
combinations are equívalent to each other íf each of
the ti{o cases produces the same maximum intensity of
longitudinal moments. using this críterion and
täking the load casè shown in Fígure 10a as the
datum, the percenÈage of increase (K) in vehicle
vreight for the other five load cases was cåIcul-ated
from the orthotropic plate analyses. It is noted
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FIGURE 9 Values of a and 0 for practical bridges.
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that the datum load case corresponds to the nost
severe transverse position as specified by the
AASHTO and Ontario codes. The percentage of increase
dependecl on the bridge type and also on whether the
bridge had the ¡rorst load distribution characteris-
tics or the best. For each bridge type, the govern-
ing value of K was taken to be the smaller of the
ti{o for the best anal the worst load distributions.
It !'ras found that going from the datum load case to
the case with two vehicles in nor¡nal traveling posi-
tions (Figure lob) did not result in any significant
advantage for slab bridges; for box-girder bridges'
the weights could be increased 3 percent' for slab-
on-girder bridges 5 percent, and for tinber bridges
8 percent. K is significant for síngle vehicles and
depends on the bridge type and the wheeÌ spread.
values of K for the datum case under consideratíon
are plotted as case I in Figure 1l with respect to

TÀBLE 1 Values of q and 0 Used in the Analyses

Load Distribution by Type of Bridge
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different values of wheel spread (W). As shown in
Figure 11, values of K are the same for timber
bridges and sLab-on-girder bridges.

The preceding exercÍse was repeated by using the
load case shown in Figure lob as the datum. The
resulting values of K are plotted as case II in
Figure ll. This datun load case corresponds to the
nor¡na1 traveling positíons of two vehicles. Thus
case II in Figure 11 can be used when the only in-
fornation available about the bridge is that it has
been carrying normal traffic safely.

The curves for K-values given in Figure 11 for a
specific bridge type can be used to calculate the
permissible weight if the special-perrRit vehicle is
known to trâverse only one bridge or one type of
bridge. Alternatively, when the vehicle has to pass
over several brídges, the curves for tí¡nber bridges,
which give the snallest values of K, can be used.

The curves given in Figure 11 are bäsed on the
assunption that each axle has two concentrated loads
for which the effective contact region ís as shown
in Figure 10h. Axles with wider vrheel spreads rnay
each have four sets of double tires, resulting in
four concentrated loads instead of the two assumed
in the analysis. For such cases, the actual values
of K r{ill be higher than those given in Figure 11.

K-values given in Figure I1 correspond to tvro
normal vehicles with fu11 loads, that is, vehicles
with maximun weights. Às discussed earlier, a bridge
may not have experienced two such vehicles in its
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PERMISSIBLE INCREASE = K x F2 PERCENT

1.8 2.O 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0 0.0
w,m
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2.O 2.2 2.4 2.6
W,M

Dynanic Loadl Allowance

By restricting the speed of the permit vehicle on a
bridge, the dynamic Load allowance (DLÀ), whlch is
usualfy known as the inpact factor, can be reduced.
AdvanÈage can be taken of this reduced DLA in per-
nitting a proportionally higher weight for the per-
nit vehicle.

The Ontario code (2) specifies that the DLA for a
síngle controllerl vehicle crossing a bridge at re-
stricted speed can be rnultiplieil by the fol).owing
reduction faetors!

I. For a speed ll¡nit of 6 rnph or lessr 0.30;
2. For speed linits between 6 and 15 mph, 0.50;

and
3. For speeds in excess of 15 mph, 1.0.

In arriving at an increase of the static vehícle
weight thaÈ ls equivalent to the reductÍon of the
DIÀ, it should be rerne¡nberedt that the total load
effects due to a single control vehlcle are belng
compared with those due to two nornal vehicles. The
increase of vehlcle weight to account for the reduc-
tion of the DLA is denoted by R¿. Taking 0.25 as
the stnal-lest DLA value specífiedl by the Ontario code
(2) and 0.7 as the ¡nodificatlon factor for DLA due
to two vehicles (1), R4 for vehicle speeds of less
than 6 mph ls obtained as follows:

Êzq
o
E
Ug
Y

2.81.8

. TIMBER BRIDGES AND SLAB.ON-GIRDER BRIDGES

. SLAB BRIDGÊS

' BOX GIRDER BRIDGÊS

FIGURE 11 Values of K for single vehiclee.

llfetime. Hoyrever, it is certain that the bridge
trould have sustained two vehicles of neights equal
to F2 tines ful1 vreight. Thus the factor R2 by
which a single vehicle weight can be increaseã to
account for the presence of two vehicles is given by

R2 = F2 [(t + K)/100] (1s)

Long Spans

For the AASHTO HS20 loading, a single clesign vehicle
governs mo¡nents for spans of up to 140 ft, and for
the Ontario code this limit ís about 80 ft. For
both codes the design loailings beyond these litnits
incorporate a uniformly distributed toad to account
for the effect of rnore than one vehicle in a lane.
The ratio of simple-span noments due to a single
design vehicle and the corresponding moment due to
the design loadling incorporating the lane load is
dlenoted by R3. Values of R3 corresponding to
various sinple spans are plotted in Figure 12 f.ot
both the AASHTO and Ontario loads. These curves can
be used to estimate a perrnissible inc¡ease beyond
the normal for the special-permit vehicle weight on
Ionger spans if other vehicles are excluded fron the
bridge. The curves corresponding to the Ontario
loads nay be found to be nore approprlate because,
unlike the AASHTO loads, they are based on modern
traffic conditions.

FOR BRIDGES KNOWN TO BE

SAFE UNDEF WORST NORMAL
TRAFFIC IN AASHTO SPECIFIED
VEHICLE POSITIONS

I -1-

FOR BRIDGES SAFELY
CARRYING NORMAL
TRAFFIC FOR A GIVEN
NUMBER OF YEARS
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150100
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FIGURE 12 Values of R3 for AASHTO and trntario loads.

R4 = (1 + 0.25 x 0.7)/(1 + 0.25 x 0.3) = l.Q! (16)

R4 for speeds beteteen 6 and 15 nph works out to
1.04. It is note¿l thât takíng higher values of DLA
would have resulted in larger and therefore less
conservative vaÌues of R4.

STJUMÀRY OF PROCEDURE

For a spêcial-pernit vehicle traveling along the
centerline of a bridge ytith at least two lanes and
with other traffic excluded from the bridge, an
estimate of perrnissible vehicle weight increase
above legal loads for nor¡nal traffic can be obtained
as follows:

L. Allowance for confidence Ín weight: The fac-
tor Rl accounts for the confidence that the tteight
of the perrnit vehicle will not be deliberately ex-
ceede¿I. Assume that R1 is equal to at least 1.10.

2. ALlowance for rnultÍlane loading: Using Equa-
tions I and 10 and assuming that COv = 0.2r calcu-
late the value of F2. Use T = 0.2 sec if there
are many briclges involved in the trip. If the lífe
of the bridge ís 20 or 50 years, read F2 directly
from Figure 5 corr'esponcllng to the numbei of heavy
vehíc1es per lane per day on the highway un¿ler con-
sideration. RemenÌber that the stnaller values of
F2 lead to nore conservative results. Uslng the
value of F2, calculate R2 fron Eguatíon 15.

3. Allowance for presence of ¡nore than one vehi-
cle in one lane: If all bridge spans are larger
thân, say, 80 ft, corresponding to the s¡nallest
span, read R3 frorn the relevant curve for the
Ontarlo code, R" = I.0.

4. Allowancé of speed restrictions: For vehicle
speeds less than 6 rnph âssune R4 equal to 1.09t for
speeds between 6 andl 15 mph' take R4 equal to 1.04.
For higher speeils R4 is egual to 1.0.

5. Total weight increase! The final factorr Rt
v¡hich conbines alL allowancesr is equal. to 1 + (Rl -
1.0) + (R2 - 1.0) + (R3 - 1.0) + (R4 - 1.0), or (RI +
R2+R3+R4-3.0).
EXÀ¡I{PLE

To illustrate the use of the rnethod, the example of

a two-lane slab-on-girder bridge having three spans
of 131, 164, and 131 ft is considered. The brídge
is 20 years old and safely carries an average of
11000 vehicles per lane per day at an average speed
of 55 nph. According to the vehicle weight regula-
tions of the jurisdiction a certaín five-axle truck
in normal traffic is allowed to carry only 49 tons.
The naxirnun weight that this vehicle can carry as a
specíal-permit vehicle ls derived as shown in the
following paragraphs. These restricÈions were i¡n-
poseil:

1. Strict control of weight,
2. TraveI along brÍdge centerline,
3. Travel speed on brídge less than 6 rnpht
4. other traffic excluded frotn the bridge' and
5. wheel spread increased to 9 ft.

Because of neight controlr R1 Ís taken as 1.10.
For the niddle third of the 131-ft span, T = 0.53

sec. Fro¡n Figure 5 for B = 20 years¡ n = 1r000r and
T = 0.53 sec' F2 is approximately equal to 0.86.
From case II of Figure 11, K is equal to about 33
percent for slab-on-girder bridges and w = 9 ft.
Thus from Equation 15.

R2 = 0.86 [I + (331100)] = I.r7.

Fron Figure 12, for a span of 13L ft, R3 is
nearly equal to 1.0.

For vehicle speeds of less than 6 ¡¡phr R4 =
1.09. Therefore'

R = 1.10 + 1.I7 + 1.00 + 1.09 - 3 = 1.36.

The naximum pernitted vehicle weight is therefore
equal to 1.36 x 49 = 66.64 tons.

If an evaluatíon had shosrn the bridge to be safe
for normal traffic corresponding to the most severe
transverse load positions and the modification fac-
tor F2 according to the AASHTO specifications (3),
F2 would be equal to 1.0, and case f of Figure 1l
nould give K = 40 percent. Then

R2 = [I + (401100)] = 1.40.
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In this case R would be equal to I.59 and the per-
nitted vehicle weight would be equal to 78.84 tons.

CONCLUSIONS

ft has been shown that the modification factors for
nultilane loading can bè obtained statistically and
that Èhese factors dependl on the life of the bridge,
the number of vehicles per day, the length of the
span, and the speed of the vehicles. Expressions
are developed for calculating this factor for two-
and three-lane loadings. The corresponding AASHTO
(4) factors are found to be quite conservative,
whereas those of the Ontario code (1), although
calculated by a different procedure, were found to
be more realistic. A method is developed by which
safe naxi¡num vreights for special-permit vehicles can
be obtained h'ithout analytically evaluating the
bridges on the route.
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which leads to differences in posting neth-
o¿ls. This is evident from the results of
the survey of the states. Devel-opmenÈ of a
si¡nple, uniforn posting criterion by which
the legitimate dífferences that exist
between states can be rationally considered
is recommended.

The Unite¿l States is currently faced lríth a nassive
bridge replacement and rehabilitation problem. FHWA

has estimated that there åre currently more than
126r600 structurally deficient bridges within the
United States (1). !'tany of these brídges should be
rehabilitated or replaced, but they must compete for
funding with an equally large number of bridges that
have becorne functionally obsolete because of narrow
vridths and poor alignnents. Becausè of the cost Õf
nodernizing all bridges on the U.S. highway system,
it is necessary to delay irnprovements on nany of
these bridges for severaL years. In the rneantime,
it will be necessary to regulate the traffic on
these bridges. This ís normally done by establishing
weight limits for vehicles using the bridge.

The weight and axle configuratíon of vehicles al-
Iowed to use the highways without special permits is
governed by statutory law. In mos! states' this

Bridge Weight-Limit Posting Practice in the United States

ROY A. IMBSEN and RICHARD V. NUTT

ABSTRACT

Bridge weight limits allow the continued,
Iimited use of a weak bridge that vrould
otherwise present a significant safety haz-
ard while protecting the legal and economic
interests of the bridge owner. For weight
linits to be effective, however, bridges
nust be posted for the proper weight limit,
and the posting must be observed and en-
forced. The federal governnent became in-
volved in bridge weight-limit postíng in
1968 with the creation of National Bridge
fnspection Standar¿ls (NBIS), which required
states to inspect, inventory, and evaluate
bridges on federal-aid routes. Weight-limit
posting was required for bridges found to
have insufficient structural capacity. The
results of a survey of state posting prac-
tices are presented and the finilings of a
study on weight-liniÈ posting in the United
states are sum¡narized. NBIS provi¿les soÍìe
engineering guidance for inspecting, eval-
uatingr and posting highway bridgesr but
considerable engineering judgnent is still-
required to fill the gaps. As â resultt
even within the linits set by NBrs, engi-
neering practices vary among the states,


